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DP to DA. But, as above explained, this work on m, or transfer of energy to it, must appear as so much additional kinetic energy, friction being excluded. Hence the orbital velocity v' at P' is to the orbital velocity v at P as DP is to D'P'. That is, the conservation of areas holds likewise in this case, where the radius vector is the normal from the moving mass to the axis of rotation.
This same law holds also on the slightly flattened earth. To make this clear, let PP" be a portion of a greatly flattened meridian, and let the mass m be taken from P to P' as before, and thence to P". From P' to P" the work is against the force/7 cos 6', and obviously equal to the work against /' over the distance P'S. Hence the orbital velocity of m at P1' is to its orbital velocity at P as DP is to D"P".
Suppose a quantity of quiet air, air moving strictly with the surface of the earth, at, say, latitude 30°, is forced to higher latitudes, as it actually is by pressure gradients due to temperature differences, what, according to the law of the conservation of areas, would be its final surface velocity at, say, latitude 60°?
At latitude 30° its orbital velocity, being the .same as that of the surface, is, approximately,
27r3957 cos 30°      on_ 0    .,          ,            xm i      ±                    j
v =--------^--------- = 897.2 miles per hour = 401.1 meters per second.
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At latitude 60° its orbital velocity, from the principle stated, would be v' = v —       0 = 1554 miles per hour = 694.7 meters per second.
while at latitude 60° the orbital velocity of the surface is
27r3957 cos 60°      e,0    -i           u          001 «                           j
8 —-------------------=518 miles per hour= 231.6 meters per second.
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Hence the velocity of the transferred air in question with reference to the surface would be
v' — s = 1036 miles per hour = 463.1 meters per second.
As a matter of fact, no such enormous velocities of the wind as the principle of the conservation of areas would lead one to expect in the higher latitudes are ever found, either at the surface or at other levels. This, however, does not argue against the applicability of the principle itself, but only shows that in the case of atmospheric circulation there are very effective damping or retarding influences in operation.
The resistance due to the viscosity of the atmosphere is one of these retarding influences, but its effect probably is very small. A larger effect doubtless comes from surface turbulence induced by trees, hills, and other irregularities. A still greater velocity control is that incident to vertical convection, by which all the lower portion of the atmosphere

